Improvement plan for Laura Primary School
2019 to 2021

School name

Laura Primary School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

Building Powerful Learners.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
To improve student writing.

Targets
8/10 Year 3 and 18/18 Year 5 students meet the SEA in NAPLAN Writing
2/9 Year 3 students score above 320 in Brightpath writing
4/18 Year 5 students score above 445 in Brightpath writing
2/10 Year 7 students score above 500 in Brightpath writing

100% Year 3, 6/8 Year 5 and 100% of Year 7 students meet the SEA in NAPLAN Writing
4/13 Year 3 students reach the Higher Bands in NAPLAN Writing
2/8 Year 5 students reach the higher Bands in NAPLAN Writing
3/8Year 7 students reach the Higher bands in NAPLAN Writing

Challenge of practice
If we use the Brightpath teaching points with targeted,
small groups of students, we will retain and increase
the number of students in the higher bands on the
Brightpath ruler.

Retain and increase the number of students achieving
Higher bands in NAPLAN writing (based on 2019)

To improve problem solving
skills in Numeracy

Maintain and increase the number of Years 4-7 students who are 10 points more than the SEA in PAT M
Increase 5/10 Year 7 students to 10 points or above SEA in PAT M
Increase 4/8 year 6 students to 10 points or above SEA in PAT M
Increase 6/18 Year 5 students to 10 points or above SEA in PAT M
Increase 3/8 Year 4 students to 10 points or above SEA in PAT M

Increase the number of students in the higher bands in
Numeracy in years 5 and 7

If we implement a whole school approach to problem
solving in Number, incorporating the Quicksmart 6S
(Search, Sort, See, Select, Solve, Sense) we will
increase the number of Year 4-7 students realising
higher achievement above SEA in PAT M.

Retain and increase the number of students in the higher
bands in Numeracy in years 3, 5 and 7
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Improvement plan for Laura Primary School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
To improve student writing.

To improve problem solving skills in
Numeracy

2019

8/10 Year 3 and 18/18 Year 5 students meet the SEA in NAPLAN Writing
2/9 Year 3 students score above 320 in Brightpath writing
4/18 Year 5 students score above 445 in Brightpath writing
2/10 Year 7 students score above 500 in Brightpath writing

2020

100% Year 3, 6/8 Year 5 and 100% of Year 7 students meet the SEA in NAPLAN Writing
4/13 Year 3 students reach the Higher Bands in NAPLAN Writing
2/8 Year 5 students reach the higher Bands in NAPLAN Writing
3/8Year 7 students reach the Higher bands in NAPLAN Writing

2021

Retain and increase the number of students achieving Higher bands in
NAPLAN writing (based on 2019)

2019

Maintain and increase the number of Years 4-7 students who are 10 points more than the SEA in PAT M
Increase 5/10 Year 7 students to 10 points or above SEA in PAT M
Increase 4/8 year 6 students to 10 points or above SEA in PAT M
Increase 6/18 Year 5 students to 10 points or above SEA in PAT M
Increase 3/8 Year 4 students to 10 points or above SEA in PAT M

2020

Increase the number of students in the higher bands in Numeracy in years 5
and 7

2021

Retain and increase the number of students in the higher bands in Numeracy
in years 3, 5 and 7

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If we use the Brightpath teaching points with targeted, small groups of students, we will retain and increase the number of students
in the higher bands on the Brightpath ruler.

Goal 2

If we implement a whole school approach to problem solving in Number, incorporating the Quicksmart 6S (Search, Sort, See,
Select, Solve, Sense) we will increase the number of Year 4-7 students realising higher achievement above SEA in PAT M.

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

To improve student writing.

If we use the Brightpath teaching points with targeted, small groups of students, we will retain and
increase the number of students in the higher bands on the Brightpath ruler.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Principal plan T&D using Brightpath materials.
Teachers analyse data and identify focus groups of students based on the
data.
Identify students at risk of not meeting SEA and those who are in or nearly
in higher bands. Targets developed from these groups.
Teachers consult Stretch Guidebook to identify strategies to include as
whole school agreements.
Teachers reach consensus about what strategies to use as a whole school.

Brightpath resources and reporting tools,
Guide books, Education Dashboard
Learning Sprints: Could Do, Must Do tool

Use the Brightpath teaching points to
staff
identify a teaching focus for a small
meetings
group.
Weeks 3,
Embed the practice of analysing data
and resetting learning sprints each term. 6 ,9

In NIT, teachers identify Brightpath teaching points for their target groups.
Teachers share strategies in Week 3 staff meeting. Principal facilitates
discussion and feedback on the chosen strategies. Teachers set T 1
Learning Sprints and add these to their own performance plans.
Teachers implement Brightpath teaching points with focus group of
students in Weeks 4-6. Teachers share annotated student writing samples
at T 1 W6 st. mtg for collaborative moderation.
Repeat each term.

Brightpath ruler and teaching points
staff meeting time

Build student agency in learning by
sharing Brightpath information with the
targeted group of students and
implement intervention strategies
Review progress of identified students.
Reset groups or strategies

Principal release teachers to discuss Brightpath and NAPLAN results with students;
identify strengths and help students set writing goals. Teachers and students decide
on how the writing goals will be displayed so that all are aware of them and to
monitor progress towards goals. First priority is for the target group. Thereafter
teachers to develop order on needs basis.
Teachers review success of interventions with principal at Term 1 PD meetings
Chart student growth against the Brightpath ruler after each writing sample (T1:
Persuasive, Narrative, T2: Information Reports)

4 TRT days (Literacy and Numeracy First)
1 day per class teacher @ $542

Plot students against the NAPLAN and
Brightpath Persuasive ruler.
Identify small groups of students in
each class for intervention based on
the points of their last writing
assessment.

Week 0
term 1

Week 3+
before 3
way int.
End T1
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Build the capacity of teachers'
understanding of the Joint
Construction Writing Process

Plan actions for improvement

To improve student writing.
Timeline

Term 2,
2019

Attend Term 2 workshop on
Information Reports which is the
next genre from Brightpath

May 2nd

Implement high impact teaching
strategies for explicit teaching of
writing genres.
Review joint construction process

T2&3,2019

Roles and responsibilities
Principal purchase copies of Sheena Cameron's Writing Book for
each class.
Principal identify and register staff for T&D with Sheena Cameron.
Principal runs T&D on Joint Construction model of teaching of
genres from Guidebook.
Principal with SLLIP, design T&D for staff meetings on classroom
strategies: explicit teaching of genre, involving dialogic talk and
student agency

Principal informs Gov Coun. of student free day. All staff attend
Brightpath workshop in Term 2 on introducing Information Reports
Staff maps writing genres against curriculum areas and develops a
whole school agreement about when, how and in what curriculum
area the explicit teaching of genres occurs.

At staff meetings teachers collaborate to design a lesson/unit
planner that explicitly provides opportunities for students to engage
in talking about their writing and receive feedback from their peers.
Teachers plan writing unit on information reports using joint
construction planner.
Teachers teach unit, collect writing samples for collaborative
moderation.
Teachers reset teaching foci based on students progress

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources
Sheena Cameron, Brightpath resources, First Steps and Stepping
Out (Productive Processes for Writing)
Guide books, Sheenah Cameron Writing book ($54*5) (SIP budget),
Learning Sprint Tools

$180/person Early Bird (Literacy and Numeracy First)

Brightpath team. Australian Curriculum,
SLLIP

Student free day, end T3 depending on
Brightpath timelines. External School Review
Report.

$3470

Brightpath assessments and collaborative moderation of targetted students' writing will show
improvements based on the teaching points.
Improvement of writing assessments between examples to increase by 30 points.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

To improve problem solving skills in Numeracy

Challenge of practice

If we implement a whole school approach to problem solving in Number, incorporating the Quicksmart 6S
(Search, Sort, See, Select, Solve, Sense) we will increase the number of Year 4-7 students realising
higher achievement above SEA in PAT M.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Build teacher capacity in understanding
the 6S approach to Problem Solving:
Search, Sort, See, Select, Solve, Sense
Continue implementation of Quicksmart
program for students at risk.

Term 1 staff Lead teacher provides info on 6Ss. Teachers read
mtgs W 1&4 by W 4 and presents T&D on 6Ss; provides

Teachers introduce strategy to
students and explicitly plan for
problem solving activities each
week.

Week 4-8,
T1

Resources

staff meetings weeks 1, 4 and 8 each term

examples for teachers to solve using the strategy.
Teachers collaboratively plan example to use with
6 hrs SSO time/week = $246/week*40 weeks
classes on a current number topic before next mtg.

= $9840

Review lesson structure with the
Term 2,
view to develop a consistent whole 2019
school approach to lesson
planning involving problem solving

Teachers implement, review and discuss when,
how strategy was used in number lessons.
Teachers make visual representation in each
room.
Principal observes implementation of 6S and
provides feedback to teachers at T1 PD meetings.

SLLIP and Principal facilitate discussion: how
do we best incorporate problem solving in
our classrooms?
Example NAPLAN and PAT M problems from
4th quarter of tests.

Principal/SLLIP facilitate: high impact lesson
Taran Harradine, Ann Baker: Natural Maths,
structure discussion. Collaboratively develop a
Andrew Fuller,
common lesson structure for planning and
Dylan Wilam
implementing 6s in maths lessons.
Learning sprint trial of lesson structure. Continue to
review and refine lesson structure at staff meetings
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Enrol principal and 1 other staff
member in 'How to Learn Math for
Teachers' to assess its value

Plan actions for improvement

To improve problem solving skills in Numeracy
Timeline

Term 2

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Principal identifies staff member to enroll in
on-line course. 2 staff complete course and
present its merits to staff.
Enroll all staff if of value.

Stanford

Teachers engage in collaborative Term 3 & 4,
planning , monitoring and review of 2019
Maths learning units

Principal plans SFD with SLLIP. Teachers collaboratively
design number tasks: multiple entry points, challenge
opportunities. Teachers implement tasks, get student
feedback. Joint moderation of sample students work to
assign grades.
Review of tasks and repeat process.

Student free day, Task design resources
from ACLeaders

Teachers engage with students to
corroboratively plan , monitor and
review Maths learning units

Staff collaboratively plan complete units of work on a
number topic. SLIPP or LIT members provide T&D on
strategies to promote feedback from students. Teachers
take to class for feedback.
Implement learning unit
Review with class then with staff
Reset

SLLIP, Brenton Willson, LIT

2020

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$10,340

Students will achieve more success in the number problems in PAT M tests.
Students are observed using common language of 6S and are prepared to start a problem and make
mistakes. Students are involved in increasingly challenging problem solving tasks.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Name: Prue Hunter
Date: 11/02/2019
Approved by governing council chairperson

Name: Christie Sargent
Date: 11/02/2019

Approved by education director

Name

Date
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